BEYOND 2012

SINGAPORE FENG SHUI CENTRE ANNUAL ALUMNI GATHERING

A great night,
as always
It was slightly drizzling that night
around the Serangoon Garden
Country Club, but that did not
prevent the enthusiasm of the strong
crowds for the annual SFSC ALumni
dinner. The hall reserved was jam
packed to its maximum capacity of
twenty tables of Singapore Feng Shui
Centre students and alumni
members, eager to meet their teacher
GM Vincent Koh, Nancy and listen to
the line up of speakers for the night.
The alumni gathering committee had
a good problem to solve every year in
getting a proper venue, and
sumptuous but reasonably priced
meals to serve. The growing number
of participants seemed to multiply
every year (apologies for those who
need to be turned down-next year we
will definitely cater for bigger place!)
The attendance was full and the
meals were also reported shiok. The
speakers prepared the topics to
present carefully: something bite
sized to listen over dinner but
educative enough for the alumni
members, many of whom are
consultants on their own rights.

50 intakes and counting
The night was opened by none other
than our beloved teacher, GM Vincent
Koh. The short opening speech
reminisced the birth of Singapore Feng
Shui Centre more than a decade ago,
which have reached 50th intake Basic
Science of Feng Shui courses among
many other short certificates and
counting! The centre has touched the
lives of many, including thousands of
students and hundreds who have turned
to be professionals. How awesome!

OUR SPEAKERS (1)

KEN KOH opened the night with ‘Beyond
2012’, taking a look at the prospect of Feng
Shui discipline and growing roles and
responsibilities of Feng Shui consultants

ANITA ZOU continued with ‘Geopathic
Stress and EMF’; a study of sickness caused by
environments that could compliment Feng
Shui audits

CHARIES CHENG was next with ‘Dynamic
Energy of Names’, which included a short
workshop for audience to calculate their own
name meaning based on numerology

The journey we all share together
Every time we have alumni gathering,
alumni as old as first intake meets this
year’s fresh graduates, and members of
same intake catch up with each other
again. We are constantly reminded of the
thin line that brought us together, as well
as the journey and the vision we have
shared under SFSC. Sincere thanks to
GM Vincent Koh and Nancy, who have
passionately and generously taught their
knowledge over the years to us.

DO YOU
KNOW..?

3600
hours

GM Koh has taught
Feng Shui since
1997, not including
other courses such
as Bazi, ZWDS
and IChing

1852

students

registered in Basic
Science of FS since
its conception, in
addition to other
short course
students
Those are impressive
numbers from our
humble Feng Shui
centre! Of course our
journey does not end
here; see you all next
year in an even bigger
gathering!

OUR SPEAKERS (2)

JENNY NG had some dynamic
presentation of ‘Face Reading’ with lots of
laugh as she pointed out some simple and
noticeable facial features for destiny reading

LIM ENG CHEONG closed the night with
his forecast of 2013 with Qi Men Dun Jia,
complete with live analysis from the audience

HUI PING, last but not least, did a very
good job as the Master of Ceremony for the
night. Well done everyone!

